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1 Measuring and Calculating Roofs

If you're like some roofing contractors, you estimate roofing quantities by calculating the area of a roof, then adding 10 percent for waste. That might be OK in a fat building market, but in a tight market you'll need a sharper pencil to compete successfully for the good jobs, and then make money on them. In this book, I’m going to show you how to make a quick and accurate takeoff for any kind of roof.

You'll also learn the latest and most acceptable roofing methods in an industry where installation practices are closely related to warranties. That's because material warranties may be invalid if you don't follow the manufacturer's recommendations for installation. Look here for general guidelines, but always follow the manufacturer's instructions to the letter.

New products come on the market every day to solve the complex roof covering requirements presented by modern building technology. Your job is to know as much as you can about those products. You also have to know how to install them so the job passes inspection and presents no future repair and maintenance problems. Callbacks are hard on your profit margin — and they don’t do your reputation any good either. Know as much as you can about your roofing business, and you’ll avoid them.

This book is more than an estimating book for roofing contractors. It develops a system, beginning with Chapter 1, for all types of roofing materials and installation methods. We'll cover the entire roofing trade, including how to manage your crews and keep them safe. So let’s get started.
Before you can bid any job, you have to figure your costs. And before you can figure the costs, you have to know the size of the job. So you have to do two things: First, measure the roof and calculate the total area. Then find the lengths of the eaves, gables (or rakes), ridges, hips and valleys.

When you construct a roof on a new building, you can get these measurements from the plans. On repair or replacement jobs, you’ll probably have to take your pencil, clipboard and tape measure, haul out your ladder, climb onto the roof, and start measuring.

To avoid mistakes, or a second trip to the job site, develop a system for taking measurements. Use a 100-foot flexible tape which has a ½-inch grout hook at the “stupid” end of the tape. Flexible tapes are made of metal, or fiberglass-reinforced nylon fabric. Find a tape that’s marked with highlights at 5-inch intervals to match the exposure of most composition shingles.

There is no cardinal rule for the sequence you use to measure a roof, as long as you don’t miss anything. Here’s a system that works for me:

Start by measuring the length of the eaves. On a gable roof, you only have to measure in one direction. On a hip roof, you’ll have to measure the eaves in two directions.

Next, measure the width of the roof. On a gable roof, hook the tape over one of the eaves, and run it over the ridge to the opposite eave. On a hip roof, measure the width the same way. To measure the length, hook the tape to the eaves at the ridge rafter (look ahead to Figure 1-16 on page 13 for an illustration of the parts of a roof), run the tape the length of the ridge and down the opposite ridge rafter. Measure the ridge at the same time.

Now, measure the hips and valleys by hooking the tape to a building corner and running the tape to the ridge. You use these measurements to calculate material requirements such as valley flashing and hip-covering material.

When you measure, some dimensions need to be more accurate than others. For instance, you could miss the length of ridge, hip or valley by a foot or more, and the error wouldn’t affect your total bid price too much. But don’t make a mistake in the length and width, because that error could be substantial. For example, assume you measure a roof at 100 feet by 200 feet, while the actual measurements are 100’6” by 200’6”. The difference between the two measurements is 150 square feet, or 1½ squares of material.

Always make a sketch of the roof layout, including dimensions, roof slopes, location of penetrations and any unusual circumstances such as rotten deck areas, ventilation problems, or overhanging tree branches or other obstructions.

Once you have the measurements, you’ll use them to calculate areas, slopes, angles, and allowance factors. Let’s begin with an easy example.
Level Roofs

The dimensions on the plans give you the actual measurements for a level roof. To get the area of a rectangular roof, multiply its length by its width.

\[
\text{Area of a level rectangular roof} = L \times W
\]

where \(L\) is the length and \(W\) is the width.

Of course, not every roof you work on will be a single rectangle. You may need to figure the area of a roof like the one in Figure 1-1. There are two ways to calculate this area:

1) The positive method

2) The negative method

In the positive method, you divide the roof into rectangular areas, then add the parts to get the total area. See Figure 1-2.

With the negative method, you extend the roof lines to form a single rectangle. Calculate the area of this rectangle, and subtract the areas of the rectangular spaces which lie outside the actual roof. Figure 1-3 illustrates this.

\textbf{Example 1-1: The Positive Method}

Divide the roof into rectangles as shown in Figure 1-2. Calculate the area of each rectangle, then add them together:

Area A = 20 feet by 60 feet, or 1,200 square feet
Area B = 20 feet by 40 feet, or 800 square feet
Area C = 20 feet by 20 feet, or 400 square feet

Then, the total area = 1,200 SF + 800 SF + 400 SF, or 2,400 SF
Example 1-2: The Negative Method

Extend the roof lines to form one rectangle, as in Figure 1-3. Calculate the total area of that rectangle, then subtract the areas of any rectangles which aren’t in the actual roof:

Extended rectangle = 60’ x 60’ = 3,600 SF

Area A = 40 feet by 20 feet, or 800 square feet
Area B = 20 feet by 20 feet, or 400 square feet

Total area outside the roof layout is 800 SF + 400 SF, or 1,200 SF. Subtract that from the extended area to get the total area:

3,600 SF - 1,200 SF = 2,400 SF

You get the same answer both ways. So you might as well use the easiest method — the one that requires the fewest calculations. For example, in Figure 1-4 you’d have to calculate three areas, then add them together. But in Figure 1-5 you only have to calculate two areas, and then subtract one from the other.

Perimeter of a Level Roof

The perimeter (also called the perimetry or periphery) of a level roof is the total distance around the roof, measured from outside of roof to outside of roof. For example, in Figure 1-6, the perimeter is:

\[ L + W + L + W + R + R, \text{ or } 2L + 2W + 2R, \text{ or } 2(L+W+R) \]

where \( L \) is the roof length, \( W \) is the width, and \( R \) is the depth of the recess.

Figure 1-4  The positive method requiring three area calculations

Figure 1-5  The negative method requiring two area calculations
If a building doesn't have any recesses, the equation is simply:

\[
\text{Perimeter} = 2(L + W)
\]

or 2 times the total of length plus width.

\textbf{Example 1-3:} Find the perimeter of the level roof shown in Figure 1-7.

The perimeter of the roof \[= 2 \times (40' + 45' + 12')\]  
\[= 194\] linear feet

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{roof-perimeter.png}
\caption{Roof perimeter example}
\end{figure}
Sloped Roofs

Figure 1-8 shows a few of the almost limitless types of sloped roofs. You define the slope of a roof in terms of rise (in inches) per 12 inches of run. For example, a “6 in 12 roof” is a roof that rises 6 inches for every 12 inches of horizontal run. That’s illustrated in Figure 1-9.

You can determine the slope of any roof with the equation:

\[
\text{Slope} = \frac{\text{Total Rise}}{\text{Total Run}} = \frac{\text{Rise (in inches)}}{12 (\text{inches per foot of run})}
\]

**Example 1-4:** Use the above equation to find the slope of the roof in Figure 1-10.

\[
\text{Slope} = \frac{5 \text{ feet 5 inches (total rise)}}{13 \text{ feet (total run)}} = \frac{5 \times 12 + 5}{13} = \frac{65}{13}
\]

**Step 1:** Convert feet and inches into feet and hundredths of a foot. To do that you divide 5 inches by 12 (inches). Notice that throughout the book, we usually round calculations to two decimal places.

\[
5 \div 12 = 0.4166 = 0.42' \text{ (rounded off)}
\]
Now the equation reads:

\[
\text{Slope} = \frac{5.42' \text{ (total rise)}}{13' \text{ (total run)}} \frac{\text{? inches}}{12}
\]

**Step 2:** To solve for "? inches," multiply both sides of the equation by 12:

\[
\text{Slope} = \frac{5.42}{13} \times 12 = 0.417 \times 12 = 5.004
\]

You'll round that answer down to 5, so the slope of the roof is 5 in 12.

You can change the original formula to find total rise if you already know the slope and the total run:

\[
\text{Slope} = \frac{\text{Total Rise}}{\text{Total Run}}
\]

\[
\text{Total Rise} = \text{Slope} \times \text{Total Run} = \frac{5}{12} \times 13 = 5.42' \text{ or } 5'5''
\]

You can also find the total run if you know the slope and the total rise:

\[
\text{Total Run} = \text{Total Rise} \div \text{Slope} = 5.42 \div 0.417 = 13
\]

(Remember, the 0.417 is 5 divided by 12.)

**Example 1-5:** Calculate the total rise for a roof with a slope of 5 in 12 and a run of 20 feet.

\[
\text{Total Rise} = 0.417 \times 20 = 8.34' \text{ or } 8'4''
\]

---

**Roof Pitch**

The total *span* of a roof is the horizontal distance, from one eave to the other, as shown in Figure 1-11. You can use that information in a formula to find roof slope, if you know the roof *pitch*, by:

\[
\text{Pitch} = \frac{\text{Total Rise}}{\text{Total Span}} \quad \text{Equation 1-5}
\]

\[
\text{Slope} = 2 \times \text{Pitch} \quad \text{Equation 1-6}
\]
Occasionally a roof is described in terms of pitch, although that term means more to the framer than to a roofing estimator. But sometimes the pitch is the only information you have. Here’s how to convert roof pitch to roof slope:

**Example 1-6:** Convert a \( \frac{1}{2} \) pitch into terms of roof slope.

\[
\text{Slope} = 2 \times \frac{1}{2} = \frac{1}{2}
\]

From Example 1-4, Step 2, you have:

\[
\text{Slope} = \frac{2}{3} \times 12 = 8
\]

Therefore, the roof slope is 8 in 12.

**Roof Slope in Degrees of an Angle**

Sometimes roof slope is described in terms of degrees of an angle. When it is, you can use Figure 1-12 to convert roof slope to degrees, and vice versa.

**How to Measure Roof Slope**

You can determine the slope of a roof with an adjustable device called a Squangle®. You simply place the Squangle® against an exposed rafter tail or a block placed over the fascia board, adjust the square so that it lines up with the slope of the roof and read the scale. Figure 1-13 shows a Squangle®.

You can also use a sliding T-level to size the angle between the fascia and roof deck. That’s shown in Figure 1-14. Then transfer the angle to a board or sheet of paper and measure it with a Squangle® or protractor.

You can also place a bubble level and ruler over a straight board on the roof slope as shown in Figure 1-15. Since roof slopes are expressed in terms of rise per 12 inches of run, mark the level at 12 inches from one end. To determine slope, center the bubble in the level, place a ruler vertically so that its scale is lined up at your mark 12 inches from the up-slope end of the level, then read the distance to the bottom of the level. If, for instance, you read 4 inches on the ruler, the roof rises (or falls) 4 inches for each foot of run. Therefore, the roof slope is 4 in 12.
Rafters

Rafters are the inclined members of the roof frame. Figure 1-16 illustrates these rafter types:

- A rafter that extends perpendicularly from the top of an outside wall to the ridge board is called a common rafter.
- A common rafter that runs parallel to the ridge board is called a ridge rafter.
A rafter that extends diagonally from an outside corner of a building to the ridge board is called a
**hip rafter.**

A rafter that extends diagonally from an inside corner of a building to the ridge board is called a
**valley rafter.**

A rafter that extends from an outside wall to a hip rafter is called a **hip jack rafter.**

A rafter that extends from the ridge board to a valley rafter is called a **valley jack rafter.**

### Rafter Length

Figure 1-17 is a plan view of a gable roof. The length (L on Figure 1-17) of the eaves edge (the roof dimension perpendicular to the run of the rafters) is horizontal. Therefore, you can read that dimension directly from the plans. But you can't see the exact size of the width (W in the figure) because the roof slopes. The **plan length** of a common rafter is called the **run** of the rafter. Figure 1-18 illustrates this for three kinds of rafters.

Sometimes you can scale the lengths of common rafters from an elevation or cross section drawing. But it's safer and more convenient to convert the plan dimensions. Figure 1-19 is a table which gives you the appropriate conversion factors. Column 2 of the table gives factors for common rafters, and columns 3 and 4 are for hip or valley rafters.

The values in column 2 are called **roof-slope factors.** The values in columns 3 and 4 are called **hip/valley-slope factors.** The conversion factors in Figure 1-19 assume that all hips and valleys are framed at an angle of 45 degrees with respect to the eaves line.

![Figure 1-17 Plan view of gable roof](image)

![Figure 1-18 Run of various types of rafters](image)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roof slope</th>
<th>Common or jack rafters (factor x run = actual length)</th>
<th>Hips or valleys (factor x run = actual length)</th>
<th>Hips or valleys (factor x plan length = actual length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 in 12</td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>1.417</td>
<td>1.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 in 12</td>
<td>1.014</td>
<td>1.424</td>
<td>1.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 in 12</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>1.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 in 12</td>
<td>1.054</td>
<td>1.453</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 in 12</td>
<td>1.083</td>
<td>1.474</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 in 12</td>
<td>1.118</td>
<td>1.500</td>
<td>1.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 in 12</td>
<td>1.158</td>
<td>1.530</td>
<td>1.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 in 12</td>
<td>1.202</td>
<td>1.564</td>
<td>1.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 in 12</td>
<td>1.250</td>
<td>1.601</td>
<td>1.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 in 12</td>
<td>1.302</td>
<td>1.642</td>
<td>1.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 in 12</td>
<td>1.357</td>
<td>1.685</td>
<td>1.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 in 12</td>
<td>1.414</td>
<td>1.732</td>
<td>1.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 in 12</td>
<td>1.474</td>
<td>1.782</td>
<td>1.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 in 12</td>
<td>1.537</td>
<td>1.833</td>
<td>1.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 in 12</td>
<td>1.601</td>
<td>1.888</td>
<td>1.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 in 12</td>
<td>1.667</td>
<td>1.944</td>
<td>1.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 in 12</td>
<td>1.734</td>
<td>2.002</td>
<td>1.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 in 12</td>
<td>1.803</td>
<td>2.062</td>
<td>1.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 in 12</td>
<td>1.873</td>
<td>2.123</td>
<td>1.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 in 12</td>
<td>1.944</td>
<td>2.186</td>
<td>1.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 in 12</td>
<td>2.016</td>
<td>2.250</td>
<td>1.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 in 12</td>
<td>2.088</td>
<td>2.315</td>
<td>1.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 in 12</td>
<td>2.162</td>
<td>2.382</td>
<td>1.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 in 12</td>
<td>2.236</td>
<td>2.450</td>
<td>1.732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1-19 Roof-slope factors for determining rafter lengths

Use roof-slope factors from column 2 of Figure 1-19 to determine the actual length of a common rafter or jack rafter.

You’ll refer to this table again in later chapters. There’s another copy, Appendix A, in the back of the book.

Example 1-7: Look at the diagram in Figure 1-20. Assume a roof slope of 10 in 12, then find the actual length for the typical common rafters.

Actual Length (common rafter) = \( 10' \times 1.302 \) (from column 2, Figure 1-19)
= 13.02 linear feet
Figure 1.20 Hip roof example

Figure 1.21 Hip-and-valley roof example
Perimeter of a Sloped Roof

The eaves of a hip roof (Figure 1-20) or a hip-and-valley roof (Figure 1-21) run horizontally all the way around the building, so you can determine the perimeter from the dimensions on the roof plan. The formula is the same as that for a level roof:

\[ P = 2(L + W + R) \]  

where \( L \) is the roof length, \( W \) is the roof width, and \( R \) is the depth of the recess.

If the building has no recess, the formula for the perimeter is simply:

\[ P = 2(L + W) \]

**Example 1-8:** Find the perimeter of the hip roof in Figure 1-20.

\[ P = 2(40' + 20') = 120 \text{ linear feet} \]

To find the perimeter of a gable roof like the one in Figure 1-17, the formula is:

\[ \text{Perimeter} = 2(\text{Length} + \text{Actual Width}) \]

\[ \text{Actual Width} = 2(\text{Run} \times \text{Roof-Slope Factor}) \]

\[ = 2\left(\frac{W}{2} \times \text{Roof-Slope Factor}\right) \]

\[ = W \times \text{Roof-Slope Factor} \]

(from column 2 of Figure 1-19)

Thus, the perimeter of a gable roof is:

**Equation 1-11**

\[ \text{Perimeter} = 2[L + (W \times \text{Roof-Slope Factor})] \]

**Example 1-9:** Find the perimeter of the gable roof in Figure 1-22 if the roof slope is 8 in 12.

\[ P = 2(31' + [26' \times 1.202]) \]

\[ = 2(31' + 31.25') \]

\[ = 2 \times 62.5' \]

\[ = 125 \text{ linear feet} \]

(For estimating purposes, round this to 125 feet.)

Net Versus Gross Roof Area

The *net* area of a roof is the area of roof sheathing that will be covered with roofing material. But you have to provide materials for an area much larger than the net roof area. You have to allow for such things as:

- Additional felt underlayment at the ridge, hips, and valleys

**Figure 1-22** Gable roof example
- A starter course
- Hip and ridge units
- Cutting allowances at rakes, hips, and valleys (for shingles)

This larger roof area is called the *gross* area of the roof. For example, the net area of a roof might be 10 squares. However, you might have to provide additional material equal to a roof area requiring 12 squares. A roofing *square* is 100 square feet.

### Allowance Factors

The simplest way to account for material required for overcutting and lapping is to use an *allowance factor*. An allowance factor is the ratio of the actual amount of material required to cover the roof (gross roof area) to the net area of roof deck covered:

\[
\text{Allowance factor} = \frac{\text{Area Covered (including allowances)}}{\text{Net Roof Area}}
\]

Equation 1.12

You can figure the percentage of material overrun by using the allowance factor. Here's an example:

#### Example 1.10

Assume that it will require 12 squares of material (including allowance for waste and lapping) to cover 10 squares of roof deck. Calculate the allowance factor and the percentage of material allowance.

\[
\text{Allowance factor} = \frac{12 \text{ squares}}{10 \text{ squares}} = 1.20, \text{ or a 20 percent material allowance factor}
\]

In later chapters, you'll see that allowance factors can be predicted, based on the roof type, roof size, roof slope, roofing material exposure, and type of roof construction.

### Calculating Total Net Roof Area

Since the eaves and ridge of a roof run horizontally, their plan lengths are their actual lengths. And, as you've seen, you can find the actual length of any common rafter by multiplying its plan length by the roof-slope factor in Figure 1-19. So you can use a universal formula to calculate the actual (net) area of any roof that meets the following conditions:

- All roof planes have the same slope
- All hips and valleys are framed at 45 degrees with respect to the eaves
Here's the formula:

**Actual (Net) Roof Area = Roof Plan Area x Roof-Slope Factor**  \[Equation \ 1-13\]

where Roof Plan Area equals roof area as seen in plan view. The Roof-Slope Factor is from column 2 of Figure 1-19.

**Example 1-11:** Assuming a roof slope of 5 in 12, find the net area of the roof shown in Figure 1-22.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Net Roof Area} &= 31' \times 26' \times 1.083 \\
&= 873 \text{ SF} \div 100 \text{ SF/square} \\
&= 8.73 \text{ squares}
\end{align*}
\]

**Example 1-12:** Assume a roof slope of 4 in 12, then find the net area of the roof shown in Figure 1-21.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Total Roof Plan Area} &= (50' \times 22') + (22' \times 11') \\
&= 1,342 \text{ SF} \\
\text{Net Roof Area} &= 1,342 \text{ SF} \times 1.054 \\
&= 1,415 \text{ SF} \div 100 \\
&= 14.15 \text{ squares}
\end{align*}
\]

When the slope of a roof changes from one section to another, you have to do a separate take-off for each area with a different slope. Here’s an example:

**Example 1-13:** Compute the area of the roof in Figure 1-23.

**Step 1:** Section off the drawing, as shown in Figure 1-24, to isolate the two different slopes. Begin with the large 6 in 12 section. Notice you must deduct the triangle formed by the section of 4 in 12 roof (labeled ABC on the drawing). Multiply the length by the width and subtract the area of the triangle:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Roof Plan Area (6 in 12)} &= (100' \times 48') - \left(\frac{48' \times 8'}{2}\right) \\
&= 4,800 \text{ SF} - 192 \text{ SF}^2 \\
&= 4,608 \text{ SF}
\end{align*}
\]

**Step 2:** Use the Roof-Slope factors from column 2 of Figure 1-19 to find the net roof area for the 6 in 12 roof:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Net Roof Area (6 in 12)} &= 4,608 \text{ SF} \times 1.118 = 5,152 \text{ SF}
\end{align*}
\]

**Step 3:** Find the area of the 4 in 12 section. Notice that you add the area of the triangle to this section:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Roof Plan Area (4 in 12)} &= (48' \times 16') + \left(\frac{48' \times 8'}{2}\right) \\
&= 768 \text{ SF} + 192 \text{ SF}^2 \\
&= 960 \text{ SF}
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 1-23  Roof with varied slopes

Figure 1-24  Sectioning the roof plan
Step 4: Repeat Step 2 for the 4 in 12 section:
Net Roof Area (4 in 12) = 960 SF x 1.054
= 1,012 SF

Step 5: Add together the two net areas:
Total Net Roof Area = 5,152 SF + 1,012 SF
= 6,164 SF

Roof Overhangs, Hips and Valleys

When you calculate the net area of a roof, be careful you don’t omit the roof overhang that extends beyond the walls of the building. (See Figure 1-25.) Also watch for overhangs at interior gable end walls on multi-level roofs like the one in Figure 1-26, and on dormers.

You also need accurate measurements for hips and valleys, which require a variety of roofing materials. Again, refer to Figure 1-19 for conversion factors you can use to calculate the actual lengths for hip and valley rafters. Use the slope factors in column 3 if the hip or valley rafter dimensions are based on the run. Use column 4 if measurements are taken from the plan length. See Figure 1-27.

If the hips and valleys are framed conventionally at a 45-degree angle to the outside walls, you can calculate the plan length with this formula:

Plan Length (Hip or Valley) = 1.414 x Run

Example 1-14: Assume a roof slope of 10 in 12, then find the actual length of any hip rafter for the roof in Figure 1-20.

In this illustration, the run of the hip rafter is 10 feet. Refer to column 3 in Figure 1-19 and you see the conversion factor for a 10 in 12 slope is 1.642.

Rafter length = 10’ x 1.642 = 16.42 linear feet

You can also use the formula above to calculate the plan length based on the run, then use the factor from column 4 in Figure 1-19 to get the actual length:

Plan length = 1.414 x 10’ = 14.14 linear feet

Rafter length = 14.14 x 1.161 = 16.42 linear feet
Now, what if a building is built with roofs of unequal slopes, such as the one shown in Figure 1-23? You can find the actual length of a valley where the roofs intersect by multiplying the run of the low-sloping roof by the appropriate factor from the table in Appendix B.

**Example 1-15:** Determine the actual length of each valley of the roof diagrammed in Figure 1-23. The run of the low-sloping roof is 24 feet.

So the actual valley length (using the factor from Appendix B) is:

Valley length = 24' x 1.247 = 29.93 linear feet

---

**Length of Ridge (Hip Roofs)**

Refer to Figure 1-28. If you assume that the hips are conventionally framed, you find the ridge length on a hip roof with:

\[
\text{Ridge} = L - [2 \times \left(\frac{W}{2}\right)] = L - W
\]

where \(L\) equals the length of the roof, and \(W\) is the width.

**Example 1-16:** Determine the ridge length of the roof diagrammed in Figure 1-20.

Ridge = 40' - 20' = 20 linear feet

You can’t do the example problems in later chapters if you don’t know the formulas in this chapter. Don’t go on until you’re sure you know how these equations work and how to apply them.
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The "real skinny" on the down-and-dirty survival skills that no one likes to talk about—unique, unconventional ways to get through a debt crisis: what to do when the bills can't be paid, finding money and buying time, conserving income, transferring debt, setting payment priorities, cash flow techniques, dealing with judgments and liens, and laying the foundation for recovery. Here you'll find out how to survive a downturn and the key things you can do to pave the road to success. Have this book as your insurance policy; when the economy comes home to your business it will be your guide. 336 pages, 8½ x 11, $38.00 Also available as an eBook (PDF), $19.00 at www.craftsman-book.com

Electrician's Exam Preparation Guide to the 2014 NEC
Need help in passing the apprentice, journeyman, or master electrician's exam? This is a book of questions and answers based on actual electrician's exams over the last few years. Almost a thousand multiple-choice questions— exactly the type you'll find on the exam — cover every area of electrical installation: electrical drawings, services and systems, transformers, capacitors, distribution equipment, branch circuits, feeders, calculations, measuring and testing, and more. It gives you the correct answer, an explanation, and where to find it in the latest NEC. Also tells how to apply for the test, how best to study, and what to expect on examination day. Includes a FREE download with all the questions in the book in interactive test-yourself software that makes studying for the exam almost fun! Updated to the 2014 NEC. 352 pages, 8½ x 11, $59.50 See checklist for other available editions. Also available as an eBook (PDF), $29.75 at www.craftsman-book.com eBooks also available for 2005, 2008 and 2011

Roof Framing
Shows how to frame any type of roof in common use today, even if you've never framed a roof before. Includes using a pocket calculator to figure any common, hip, valley, or jack rafter length in seconds. Over 400 illustrations cover every measurement and every cut on each type of roof: gable, hip, Dutch, Tudor, gambrel, shed, gableo, and more. 480 pages, 5½ x 8½, $26.50

Buy similar Craftsman Book Co. titles here: https://www.Craftsman-Book.com
Concrete Construction

Just when you think you know all there is about concrete, many new innovations create faster, more efficient ways to do the work. This comprehensive concrete manual has both the tried-and-tested methods and materials, and more recent innovations. It covers everything you need to know about concrete, along with Styrofoam forming systems, fiber reinforcing adjuncts, and some architectural innovations, like architectural foam elements, that can help you offer more in the jobs you bid on. Every chapter provides detailed, step-by-step instructions for each task, with hundreds of photographs and drawings that show exactly how the work is done. To keep your jobs organized, there are checklists for each stage of the concrete work, from planning, to finishing and protecting your pours.

Whether you're doing residential or commercial work, this manual has the instructions, illustrations, charts, estimating data, rules of thumb and examples every contractor can apply on their concrete jobs.

288 pages, 8½ x 11, $28.75
Ebook (PDF) also available; $14.38 at www.craftsman-book.com

Estimating Excavation Revised eBook

How to calculate the amount of dirt you'll have to move and the cost of owning and operating the machines you'll do it with. Detailed, step-by-step instructions on how to assign bid prices to each part of the job, including labor and equipment costs. Also, the best ways to set up an organized and logical estimating system, take off from contour maps, estimate quantities in irregular areas, and figure your overhead. This revised edition includes a chapter on earthwork estimating software. As with any tool, you have to pick the right one. Written by an experienced dirt contractor and instructor of computer estimating software, this chapter covers the program types, explains how they work, gives the basics of how to use them, and discusses what will work best for the type of work you handle. This eBook is the download version of the book in text searchable, PDF format. Craftsman eBooks are for use in the freely distributed Adobe Reader and are compatible with Reader 6.0 or above. 550 pages.

Available only as an eBook (PDF); $21.75, at www.craftsman-book.com

Paper Contracting: The How-To of Construction Management Contracting

Risk, and the headaches that go with it, have always been a major part of any construction project — risk of loss, negative cash flow, construction claims, regulations, excessive changes, disputes, slow pay — sometimes you'll make money, and often you won't. But many contractors today are avoiding almost all of that risk by working under a construction management contract, where they are simply a paid consultant to the owner, running the job, but leaving him the risk. This manual is the how-to of construction management contracting. You'll learn how the process works, how to get started as a CM contractor, what the job entails, how to deal with the issues that come up, when to step back, and how to get the job completed on time and on budget. Includes a link to free downloads of CM contracts legal in each state. 272 pages, 8½ x 11, $55.50
Ebook (PDF) also available; $27.75 at www.craftsman-book.com

National Repair & Remodeling Estimator

The complete pricing guide for dwelling reconstruction costs. Reliable, specific data you can apply on every repair and remodeling job. Up-to-date material costs and labor figures based on thousands of jobs across the country. Provides recommended crew sizes; average production rates; exact material, equipment, and labor costs; a total unit cost and a total price including overhead and profit. Separate listings for high- and low-volume builders, so prices shown are specific for any size business. Estimating tips specific to repair and remodeling work to make your bids complete, realistic and profitable. Includes a free download of an electronic version of the book with National Estimator, a stand-alone Windows™ estimating program. An interactive multimedia video that shows how to use the software to compile repair and remodeling cost estimates is free at www.costbook.com.

512 pages, 8½ x 11, $88.50. Revised annually Also available as an eBook (PDF), $44.25 at www.craftsman-book.com

The Art of Roof Cutting Series DVD Library - Basic

A master framer demonstrates how to build hip, gable, gambrel and shed roofs, valleys, fake valleys and other details. As a skilled craftsman you will appreciate the value of these comprehensive roof framing videos. Used in technical schools and highly recommended by building contractors.

DVD - 2 Hrs. $79.95

The Art of Roof Cutting Series DVD Library - Advanced

A master framer demonstrates how to build octagons, roofs on variable plate heights, complex hip and gable roofs, hip to valley extensions, irregular angled rafters and more. As a skilled craftsman, you will appreciate the value of these comprehensive roof framing videos. Used in technical schools and highly recommended by building contractors.

DVD - 2.5 Hrs. $79.95

Buy similar Craftsman Book Co. titles here: https://www.Craftsman-Book.com

Buy this title complete here: https://goo.gl/SGpTnl
The Complicated Roof -- A Cut and Stack Workbook

Increase your roof framing knowledge and understanding as you follow veteran roof cutter Will Holladay through the process of calculating two custom-home roofs. Accompany Will as he methodically builds two "real life" complicated roofs. You'll see firsthand how to determine angles and calculations for the actual cuts, based on the plans in the back of this book. 98 pages, 8½ x 11, $19.95
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